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PROGRAM

Fanfare for the Common Cold
George “girls I like to” Chase
Dennis de “lightful” Jong
Nathaniel Dickey
Stephen “have a” Foster
Katie “more or” Loesch

“Dutch” Suite
Bill “what a” Hunker
Jeff “peeping” Tomberg

The 10-minute Messiah
Members of the Shepherd School “OK” Chorale
Gabriela “let’s be” Frank
Paul “you don’t have to” Neal
Joel “beer” Stein

Horns
Michael Mayhew
Ross “Perot” Snyder
Notebook for Betty Sue Bach
Max "I'm French" Midroit

The Elephant's Lucky Charm
Lara "babbling" Bruckmann
Karen "have another" Foster
Gabriela "let's not be" Frank

Octoot
I. Vite, tout de suite
II. Lent, tout au moins
III. Minuet et, tout à l'heure, trio
IV. Chanson "Toute l'année, hey, hey, hey"
V. Tout à coup le boot

Xin Ying Zhou, "XYZ"
Juliet "and Romeo's" Lai
Allison "all is off" Werner
Susan "walk the" Kerbs
Scott "not the Flathead, but the" Phillips
Bill Hunker "down"
Jeff "Genghis" Kahan
Becky Schweigert

All compositions by Peter Schickele except Horns.